
Bora Bora Island Discovery

Approximately 2½ Hours

$$

Enjoyed it?

3 out of 5
Value

3 out of 5
3 out of 5(60%)reviewers would recommend this product to a friend.
Read all 5 reviews

|
Write a review

A local, open-air truck with individual cushioned bucket seats takes you on a leisurely,
guided sightseeing tour. Your guide will share with you the history of the Tahitian islands-in
particular that of Bora Bora. Witness how the popularpareo is made, learn about tupa crabs,
taste locally grown fruits and see relics left behind by the U.S. military. Admire the ever-
changing colors of Bora Bora’s world-famous lagoon, and discover tropical flowers and trees
among the dense green vegetation on the mountainside. Central Mount Otemanu rock,
standing at more than 2,400 feet high, dominates the island and overlooks the turquoise lagoon
and her crown of coral islands. Pass by the east coast of Bora Bora, where most of the famous
resorts are located, before reaching Matira Point, which boasts the prettiest beach on the
island. Watch for the famous Bloody Mary’s Restaurant. Photo stops are included.
Notes:
Vehicle does not have a compartment for storing wheelchairs or walkers. While limited mobility
guests are welcome, walkers or wheelchairs will remain on the pier. Ride may be bumpy due to
road conditions. The stop at Matira Beach is dependent on parking availability.



Bora Bora Sunset Dream

Approximately 1½ Hours

$$$

Be the first to write a review

In the sweet light at the end of the day, enjoy a ‘postcard’ sunset on Bora Bora. A small group
will set out on a comfortable boat to relax and discover the lagoon’s shallow waters and serene
ambience. You will no longer wonder why this place is so famous. In a distinctly Polynesian
atmosphere, enjoy a cocktailand picture perfect moments with your fellow guests.

Deluxe Lagoon Cruise

Approximately 2 Hours

$$$

Be the first to write a review

Board a comfortable bayliner deck boat for an exclusive visit of the Pearl of the Pacific. Your
guide will welcome you onboard this luxurious boat and drive you around the west side of Bora
Bora. Pass the famous Motu Tapu, enjoy the view on Mt Otemanu and the pristine waters
surrounding you. A stop in clear water will allow you to enjoy a fresh dip and even some
snorkeling. Look for stingrays as these gracious creatures are often seen in the area - you may
enjoy a beautiful encounter with them! Continue your ride through gorgeous scenery and
approach the pass where you learn about the formation of this incredible island. A short stop



on a sand bank will be an opportunity for some refreshments. This is a perfect way to discover
the beauty of Bora Bora, joining the pleasure of boating and sharing the knowledge of your
Photographer guide.
Notes:
Guests should be accustomed to wearing snorkel equipment. While snorkel equipment is
available, we recommend you bring your own for maximum comfort. Wildlife sightings are
likely but are not guaranteed. For your own safety and to preserve the environment when
snorkeling, do not touch or step on coral reef. Bring a camera.

Dive Bora Bora: Beginner One-Tank Dive

Approximately 1¾ hours

$$$

Be the first to write a review

Beginning scuba diving is available, fun and consistent all year round in Tahiti. The water is
warm (79°F to 84°F) and thanks to a usual amazing visibility (from 70 feet to 150 feet), a great
number of large species can be observed around most of the islands-turtles, sting rays, eagle
rays, jackfish, barracudas, sharks, eels, Napoleon wrasses, dolphins, tunas, schools of snappers,
numerous species of shells and nudibranchs. Most of the dives in Tahiti and her islands are
classified Open Water /Advanced Open Water (PADI) or Level I, II (CMAS). Note that it all
happens within 30 - 80 feet below the surface, for the enjoyment of everyone.
Notes:
The beginning scuba dive usually operates in the afternoon. Wear your swimsuit; bring a towel.
Waiver release form must be signed and medical conditions disclosed.Diver questionnaire must
be completed 24 hours prior. Should a diver be refused or not able to dive on the spot for any
reason, the dive will not be refunded. Divers should have a reasonable level of physical fitness
to cope with the environmental stresses of being underwater. Please check with DAN (Divers
Alert Network) or specific travel insurance companies to ensure full coverage before diving and



follow recommendations about dive fitness. Each diver should know and control his/her
personal limits. As a general rule, please note that no diving is allowed within the 12 to 24
hours prior to a domestic or international flight. Equipment (tank, weight, weight belt, BCD,
regulators with gauges, mask, snorkel, fins) is provided. Dive computers are usually available to
rent. Light wetsuits or skin suits are sufficient for thermal protection and can be provided by
the dive operators upon request. Wildlife sightings are likely but are not guaranteed. Minimum
age is 12 years. Special rules apply for guests over the age of 75 years:
1.The diver must provide a medical certificate (less than one year
old) indicating that the diver can practice diving.
2. The diver must have his/her own diving insurance and must provide a certificate.
Please note that the demand for diving insurance by DAN for divers over 75 years must be acco
mpanied by a medical certificate. The analysis of this medical
certificate by DAN may take up to a month. Therefore, divers over the age of
75 cannot purchase this insurance on the spot at Topdive.
They must be insured before their arrival to Topdive.
3. The number of dives per day is limited to two.

Dive Bora Bora: Two-Tank Certified Dive

Approximately 3½ hours

$$$$

Be the first to write a review

Scuba diving is available, fun and consistent all year round in Tahiti. The water is warm (79°F to
84°F) and thanks to a usual amazing visibility (from 70 feet to 150 feet), a great number of large
species can be observed around most of the islands-turtles, sting rays, eagle rays, jackfish,
barracudas, sharks, eels, Napoleon wrasses, dolphins, tunas, schools of snappers, numerous
species of shells and nudibranchs. Most of the dives in Tahiti and her islands are classified Open



Water /Advanced Open Water (PADI) or Level I, II (CMAS). Note that it all happens within 30 -
80 feet below the surface, for the enjoyment of everyone.
Notes:
The two-tank dive usually operates in the morning. Wear your swimsuit; bring a towel. Waiver
release form must be signed and medical conditions disclosed.Diver questionnaire must be
completed 24 hours prior. Bring your C-card. Should a diver be refused or not able to dive on
the spot for any reason, the dive will not be refunded. Divers should have a reasonable level of
physical fitness to cope with the environmental stresses of being underwater. A valid medical
certificate is helpful but is not required. Please check with DAN (Divers Alert Network) or
specific travel insurance companies to ensure full coverage before diving and follow
recommendations about dive fitness. Each diver should know and control his/her personal
limits. As a general rule, please note that no diving is allowed within the 12 to 24 hours prior to
a domestic or international flight. Equipment (tank, weight, weight belt, BCD, regulators with
gauges, mask, snorkel, fins) is provided. Dive computers are usually available to rent. Light
wetsuits or skin suits are sufficient for thermal protection and can be provided by the dive
operators upon request. Wildlife sightings are likely but are not guaranteed. Minimum age is 12
years. Special rules apply for guests over the age of 75 years:
1.The diver must provide a medical certificate (less than one year
old) indicating that the diver can practice diving.
2. The diver must have his/her own diving insurance and must provide a certificate.
Please note that the demand for diving insurance by DAN for divers over 75 years must be acco
mpanied by a medical certificate. The analysis of this medical
certificate by DAN may take up to a month. Therefore, divers over the age of
75 cannot purchase this insurance on the spot at Topdive.
They must be insured before their arrival at Topdive.
3. The number of dives per day is limited to two.



Glass-Bottom Boat Adventure

Approximately 1½ Hours

$$

Enjoyed it?

2.7 out of 5
Value

2.3 out of 5
2 out of 3(67%)reviewers would recommend this product to a friend.
Read all 3 reviews

|
Write a review

This covered glass-bottom boat excursion gives a glimpse of Bora Bora’s sub-marine wonder
world. In the depths of the electric blue waters of Pofai Bay lies the center of an ancient sunken
volcano. Giant coral formations reach upward toward the light—gardens that are home to
more than 300 species of fish. Watch as a diver descends and feeds these glorious creatures. In
the shallows near the reef, small brilliantly colored fish dart through the water and anemones
dance to the rhythm of the currents.
Notes:
This is an easy tour, only a few steps down to board the boat, limited mobility guests are
welcome. Wildlife sightings are likely but are not guaranteed



Jet Boat Island Circumnavigation

Approximately 2 Hours

$$$$

Be the first to write a review

Experience a sensational boat ride around the beautiful island of Bora Bora and its lagoons. On
this complete circumnavigation of the island, you will discover the beauty of the ever-changing
colors that make Bora Bora’s lagoon so famous. Depart the pier in Vaitape on a jet boat, and
head towards a coral garden for a great snorkeling experience. After some time in the water,
admiring the amazing marine flora and fauna that live here, enjoy refreshments. Then, your
adventure continues to your next stop-on a sandbar! Free time here allows for
some swimming and relaxing to the sound of island music. While there is no fast turning or
jarring movement on this tour, your captain will give you the option of using the boat’s high-
speed capability for the return trip back to the pier.
Notes:
Some of the seating on the boat is "horseback-style," where you straddle a bench. Wear your
swimsuit under your clothing; bring a towel, sunscreen and a hat. For your own safety and to
help preserve the environment, when snorkeling, do not touch or step on coral. Guests with
limited mobility are not allowed to participate.
Minimum age is 8 years.



Motu Islet Lagoon Cruise & Beach Break

Approximately 3 Hours

$$$

Enjoyed it?

5 out of 5
Value

5 out of 5
3 out of 3(100%)reviewers would recommend this product to a friend.
Read all 3 reviews

|
Write a review

Enjoy Bora Bora’s magical lagoon on board a covered boat. You’ll cruise from Vaitape Bay, past
beautiful Raititi Point and enchanting islets of Motu Toopua and Motu Tapu. You will enjoy
some great views on the crystal clear lagoon as well as some exclusive sights of the island’s
highest peak, Mount Otemanu. Reach the motu (coral islet) for a typical island beach break.
Stop for about 90 minutes on one of the atolls for sunbathing and swimming in crystal clear
water and enjoying refreshments. This relaxing trip is also a great opportunity for souvenir
photos, as it offers some superb views of the hidden, eastern side of Bora Bora. This tour
combines lagoon navigation, snorkeling and free time on the beach-a great way to enjoy your
day on Bora Bora.
Notes:
There are some stairs involved. While the motu area used is privately rented, guests are not
entitled to venture outside of the property limits. For your own safety and to preserve the
environment, do not touch or step on coral when snorkeling. Itinerary and stops may be
reduced or altered dependent upon weather conditions. Participants should know how to
swim. Wear your swimsuit under your clothing as well as aqua shoes, biodegradable sunscreen,



a hat, mosquito repellent, and a rash guard or t-shirt; bring a towel. Swimming at the motu is
done from a specific location to ensure proper supervision by the staff as currents may be
encountered. Snorkeling from the motu is limited due to shallow water; a snorkel stop at
another location takes place during the tour.

Off the Beaten Track: Bora Bora by 4-Wheel-Drive

Approximately 3½ hours

$$$$

Enjoyed it?

3.5 out of 5
Value

3.5 out of 5
2 out of 2(100%)reviewers would recommend this product to a friend.
Read all 2 reviews

|
Write a review

This is a true Land Roverfour-wheel-drive excursion to places accessible only to these special,
rugged off-road vehicles. Drive through the small town of Vaitape to make your first ascent
up Pahonu Hill. Great views of Bora Boraseven-inch cannons still in their original World War II
locations. Travel along the northern shore of Bora Bora into the lush valley of Faanui. Perhaps
the highlight of the trip is the view of Faanui Bay from a traditional plantation high up in the
mountains. On your return to the main road, pass by Matira beach and continue with a stop
at The Farm offering restrooms and a refreshment. Before you leave this facility, you
Notes:



The vehicles accommodate eight guests each. Large families or couples may be split up
dependent on tour numbers.

Pearl Resort Overnight - Garden Bungalow (Double)

2 days/1 night

$$$$

Be the first to write a review

Enjoy a unique opportunity to stay in an Garden bungalow at one of the most exclusive resorts
in Bora Bora. Relax and indulge yourself on the idyllic beach, with amazing crystal waters
surrounding you.
DAY 1
You will be met on the dock in Vaitape for your transfer to the resort. Check in will be done and
the rest of the evening is at your leisure. Enjoy the pleasure of staying in a garden bungalow.
During your stay you will have the opportunity to use the hotel facilities, pool, beach & non-
motorized water toys. Dinner is included.
DAY 2
In the morning, breakfast will be served at the hotel main restaurant. Enjoy the morning and
early afternoon at leisure, with lunch included. Transfer back to the ship around 3:30pm or
5:00pm (depending on the ship departure time).
Notes:
For cancellation inside of 30 days, the package is non-refundable.



Pearl Resort Overnight - Garden Bungalow (Single)

2 days/1 night

$$$$

Be the first to write a review

Enjoy a unique opportunity to stay in an Garden bungalow at one of the most exclusive resorts
in Bora Bora. Relax and indulge yourself on the idyllic beach, with amazing crystal waters
surrounding you.
DAY 1
You will be met on the dock in Vaitape for your transfer to the resort. Check in will be done and
the rest of the evening is at your leisure. Enjoy the pleasure of staying in a garden bungalow.
During your stay you will have the opportunity to use the hotel facilities, pool, beach & non-
motorized water toys. Dinner is included.
DAY 2
In the morning, breakfast will be served at the hotel main restaurant. Enjoy the morning and
early afternoon at leisure, with lunch included. Transfer back to the ship around 3:30pm or
5:00pm (depending on the ship departure time).
Notes:
For cancellation inside of 30 days, the package is non-refundable.



Pearl Resort Overnight - Overwater Bungalow (Single)

2 days/1 night

$$$$

Be the first to write a review

Enjoy a unique opportunity to stay in an overwater bungalow at one of the most exclusive
resorts in Bora Bora. Relax and indulge yourself on the idyllic beach, with amazing crystal
waters surrounding you.
DAY 1
You will be met on the dock in Vaitape for your transfer to the resort. Check in will be done and
the rest of the evening is at your leisure. Enjoy the pleasure of staying in an overwater
bungalow. During your stay you will have the opportunity to use the hotel facilities, pool, beach
& non-motorized water toys. Dinner is included.
DAY 2
In the morning, a canoe breakfast will be served to your overwater bungalow. Enjoy the
morning and early afternoon at leisure, with lunch included. Transfer back to the ship around
3:30pm or 5:00pm (depending on the ship departure time).
Notes:
For cancellation inside of 30 days, the package is non-refundable.



Pearl Resort Overnight - Overwater Bungalow (Double)

2 days/1 night

$$$$

Be the first to write a review

Enjoy a unique opportunity to stay in an overwater bungalow at one of the most exclusive
resorts in Bora Bora. Relax and indulge yourself on the idyllic beach, with amazing crystal
waters surrounding you.
DAY 1
You will be met on the dock in Vaitape for your transfer to the resort. Check in will be done and
the rest of the evening is at your leisure. Enjoy the pleasure of staying in an overwater
bungalow. During your stay you will have the opportunity to use the hotel facilities, pool, beach
& non-motorized water toys. Dinner is included.
DAY 2
In the morning, a canoe breakfast will be served to your overwater bungalow. Enjoy the
morning and early afternoon at leisure, with lunch included. Transfer back to the ship around
3:30pm or 5:00pm (depending on the ship departure time).
Notes:
For cancellation inside of 30 days, the package is non-refundable.



Shark & Ray Encounter & Coral Garden Snorkel

Approximately 3 hours

$$$

Enjoyed it?

5 out of 5
Value

4.3 out of 5
3 out of 3(100%)reviewers would recommend this product to a friend.
Read all 3 reviews

|
Write a review

Dance with the stingrays under the supervision of your guide before exploring the intricate
coral formations and colorful tropical fish of the coral gardens. Your adventure begins as you
glide across the lagoon aboard a covered lagoon cruiser. Once you’re past famous Motu Tapu,
the captain will drop anchor on a shallow sandbank, a favorite haunt of several lithe
gray stingrays. With your capable guide’s assistance, you will be able to touch these creatures
as they swim an effortless ballet around you. Harmless black tip sharks are often seen in the
lagoon as well, and there is a good chance for an encounter. Next, you will be ready to explore
the unspoiled coral gardens by the barrier reef, where ideal conditions have encouraged
maximum coral growth. Donning a mask and snorkel, enter water that is four to five feet deep
and swim amid the marine life. Underwater sightings may include butterfly fish, groupers and
hundreds of other rainbow-colored species.
Notes:
There are some stairs involved. Restrooms are not available while on the tour. Wear aqua
shoes. Participants should be accustomed to wearing snorkel equipment and coping with
occasional currents. While snorkel equipment is available (mask and snorkel provided), bring



your own for maximum comfort. Wildlife sightings are likely but are not guaranteed. For your
own safety and to preserve the environment, do not touch or step on the coral reef when
snorkeling.


